This month's cover picture was submitted by Geoff Scott and is of his Triumph
by the AA box at Brancaster in Norfolk, which is a listed building.
Mike Roberts did the cover picture editing and graphical work.

March’s Breakfast run
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your Committee
No Calls After 9pm Please

Officers
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

Steve Gocher
John Sillett
Bryan Duncan

01473 430643
01473 219488
07879 654122

Committee Members
Vice Chairman
Chief Observer
Buddy Co-ordinator
Caring SAM
Group Nights
Publicity
Publicity Co-ordinator
Discount Scheme
Webmaster
Magazine Editor

Martin Drury
Karl Hale
Vicky Smith
Brian Ellis
Trevor Read
Martin Drury
Glyn Hill
David Arbon
Mike Roberts
Felix Oliver

07595 277831
01359 241552
01255 830352
07740 564097
07775 594899
07595 277831
07986 319163
01473 684206
01473 718915
07712 649860

Committee Support Members
Membership Secretary
Associate Co-ordinator
Admin Support

Linda Barker
Susan Smith
Sara Hale

01473 327555
01206 251946
01359 241552

National Observers
Mike Roberts
Derek Barker
Stuart Young
Lee Gage

01473 718915
01473 327555
07931 350799
07732 753623

David Rudland
Richard Toll
Leia Dowsing

01473 401362
01473 401363
07841 699081

Observers
John Morgan
Paul Newman
Tony Chyc
Paul Spalding
Ruth Elmer
Tim Murgatroyd

01473 711699
01473 620450
01206 231782
07879 844618
07783 007100
07901 332757

Steve Gocher
Simon Phillips
Chris Smith
André Castle
Ross Mckinlay

01473 430643
01473 830671
01206 251946
07730 526674
07986 838028

I.A.M. Examiner
Kevin Stark

07801600378

If you would like to help out on the committee come along to a meeting and
see what you can do to help out, after all many hands makes light work
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Next Issue
Closing date for copy – Friday after club night. Send via e-mail or on a USB
memory stick (which will be returned) or even hand-written, not a problem.
The Editor reserves the right to edit, amend or omit as he feels fit.

WEBSITE ADDRESS
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
SAM is a registered Charity ~ No. 1067800
All Official Correspondence to: John Sillett
37 Bishops Hill, Ipswich, IP3 8EW. 01473 219488. 07801685362.
John.sillett1@ntlworld.com
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Chairman’s Chat
A very warm welcome to the May edition of
the SAM Observer.
April's group night went off with a bang, well
actually several, thanks to our guest speaker
Peter Riley from Helite motorcycle airbag
vests. Thanks to Trevor Read for being a sport
and volunteering to be blown up during
Peter's demonstration. The flinch, surprised
look and Trevor's immediate comments
illustrating the rapid inflation and physical
constraint imposed at the moment the airbag
inflated. It's easy to see the level of bodily protection it affords once initiated.
http://www.helite-motorcycle-airbagjackets.co.uk/
Our National Observer in charge of Ride Coordinator & Ride Leader training,
Leia Dowsing, has been a guest at the last two committee meetings to brief us
on the coverage of planned social rides for the foreseeable future. At April's
meeting I seized the opportunity to ask her to join the committee full time, to
which she and the committee agreed. I think the cookies, although a little hard,
swayed it. So please join me in welcoming Leia to the committee. The date
for Ride Coordinator & Ride Leader training has been set for Sunday 31st May.
Further details on page 12.
I'm writing this having returned from a day trip to central London to support
Mark & Charlene Angel-Trueman, during their ice climbing challenge at Ellis
Brigham. The ice climb being just one of Isobels 29 Challenges. Sadly, Isobel
is the name of their daughter who was stillborn at 29 weeks, hence the 29
challenges. They're an inspirational couple and have turned their personal
tragedy into a positive, raising funds in Isobel's memory for the stillbirth and
neonatal death charity, Sands and the maternity unit at the Queen Elizabeth
Hospital in King’s Lynn. You can learn more about their challenges and the
charities they're supporting through this link:
http://www.isobels29challenges.co.uk/
This trip saw me riding with a new accessory that I've never owned
previously... a top box. It didn't affect the bikes handling at speed /
aerodynamically, which I thought it might do due to it's size and it may have
even improved the road-holding / comfort as a result of the slight increase in
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rear suspension loading. Getting used to it appearing in my mirrors during rear
observation was another matter though. On more than one occasion and with
my short term memory not being what it used to be, I had to overcome the
shock of thinking I was being tail-gated!
If you've had problems mounting or connecting up your SatNav, camera, phone
or any other gadget to your bike then help is at hand. This month's group night
guest speaker is Colin Britton from Rider Mount.
On the subject of guest speakers, if you have an idea for a speaker that you'd
like to see or you think would be of interest to the membership then please
contact Trevor Read with your suggestions.
Cheers

Steve
Mark & Charlene Angel-Trueman with their ice climbing instructors
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New Associate Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members:

Miles Hubbard Clive Keeble Tristan Gale
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next issue
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“The SAM Observer”
Cover Photo
Calling all of SAM’s photographers out there. Photos are required for ‘The
SAM Observer’ cover, which I am sure you must have spotted is in full colour.
So if you have a cracking shot that has one or more motorcycles in
it, is all your own work, and you think it would look good on the
cover, I’d be very pleased to see it.
There is now a special topic on the SAM Forum where you can
show small copies of potential magazine cover photos for all to
see. (Just look in the Members Only section) Full instructions
and requirements are listed there. I can’t promise to use all,
some, or any of the photos posted, but you may get a call from
me asking for the original file from your camera.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/magcovers
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Chief’s Challenge 2015
O’SAM without the ‘V’
You can do this challenge
without having to show your
Suffolk Passport at any of the
county border controls coz
you’re not going abroad!!
My challenge to you is to discover
and ride some great roads in
Suffolk that you probably didn’t
even know existed. There are 28
towns and villages I want you to
ride to within Suffolk. The first
letter of each of these locations
will spell the words
O
SUFFOLK
ADVANCED
MOTORCYCLISTS. Why the O?
That’s our sponsor for this
challenge. Why no V? There
aren’t any towns or villages in
Suffolk that begin with V,
Simples.
Entry for this challenge is FREE to any member of SAM, you can be a Full,
Associate or a joint member. You can be Billy no mates, do the challenge with
others or a combination of the two. You can visit the locations over as many
days as you wish.
Everyone that successfully completes the challenge within the time (and
you’ve got the whole summer to do it) will receive a FREE Chiefs Challenge
mug (Courtesy of SAM) and be entered into a prize draw for £200 worth of
Orwell Motorcycles gift vouchers which will be drawn at the September Group
Night. Did I mention this is all FREE!!!! Full details will be announced at the
next group night in May and then will be put on the forum.
For registration, rules and conditions email; karlsarahale@btinternet.com

Karl Hale
The SAM Observer May 2015
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SAM Theory Evenings
As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly
after Group Nights, SAM holds its monthly Theory
Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list of
important rider skills these nights are an informal evening
of facts and lively banter all aimed at improving your ride
based on the information in “How to be a better rider”.
Each session covers one of the four main topic areas;
Overtaking
Cornering

Planning & Positioning
Gears & Acceleration

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the Skill for Life course, these
evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on their theory and
add their experiences and questions to the session.
The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves
time on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an
opportunity to discuss any issues you may have generally on your Skill for Life
Course.

Karl Hale,
The SAM Observer May 2015
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Additional Ride Leader
and Ride Coordinator
st
Training day 31 May 2015
Ride Leaders and Ride Coordinators are the full SAM members that facilitate
SAM social rides. In order to maintain and hopefully increase sufficient
numbers to allow these runs to continue for the remainder of the year, I plan to
run an additional training / assessment day in May. If you are interested in
trying out for one or both of these roles then please contact Sara Hale to
register your interest or for more information please contact me (Leia
Dowsing).
NB: Current Ride Co-ordinators and Ride Leaders do not need to attend this,
the continuous assessment day will be later in the year.
There are two key Roles needed to maintain and make SAM social rides a
success:
The Ride Coordinator

Key Tasks /responsibilities:

To deliver the pre-run briefing.
To ensure people are divided into
groups of up to 6 with a Ride Leader leading each group.
To ensure there
is a group for Associate members.
To call the destination before the event
to check it’s still open and on the day to let them know rough numbers.
The Ride Leaders

Key Tasks/ Responsibilities:

To lead their specific group to the destination safely at an appropriate
speed.
To be a good IAM test standard rider, (Full Member) who is able to
keep a group of riders together on a run.
The assessment day will consist of both classroom and practical on-road
assessment. Please email Sara Hale (SAM admin) to register your attendance
karlsarahale@btinternet.com
If you require any further information about what either this day or each role
involves please do not hesitate to contact me, Leia Dowsing (National
Observer) on 07841 699081.
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What bike would you
choose if…
You were planning to take a year off work to travel to the other side of the
world with your wife on the back! The route was originally the UK to Oz but
due to problems on route such as in Pakistan, we are now going to fly to
Argentina and ride north through South and Central America to the US. As our
old Labrador has recently passed away we can now go later this year.
One decision is what bike should we take? Maybe you would take two but we
like riding two up and are used to taking minimal kit so one bike for us. I ride
a Ducati so would love to take something like an old Multistrada but my head
says no, it will need too much TLC. We will be camping as much as we can
with minimum equipment so we need a reasonable luggage capacity. Hard or
soft luggage – that is another story!
As the rider, my priorities are for a simple bike, lightweight (or should I say
not too heavy) and with a reasonable tank range plus making sure it has enough
room and comfortable enough for my wife on the back. Another consideration
was the cost. We didn’t want a bike with a complicated ‘brain’ to go wrong,
we didn’t want to spend too much as we would prefer to spend what we had on
enjoying the trip and also had to initially consider the cost of a Carnet. A
Carnet is like a passport for the bike and can be bought from the RAC but its
cost does depend on the value of the bike. With the change of trip to the
Americas this was no longer needed!
As with all difficult decisions, a list is made with columns for make, model,
weight, tank range, power, mpg etc etc. In my case I have to admit I used a
spreadsheet! We then compared everything to our Ducati ST4S that we
currently love to go touring on around Europe. This was our benchmark.
We started test rides on bikes that we could find locally, slowly narrowing the
list down. We were aware that the bike we choose won’t need so much power
but will need to cope with sealed road, tracks and possibly worse. The first
bikes we tried was a Suzuki Vstrom 650 and 1000, which were owned by my
SAM Observer. The 1000 was a lovely bike for the road but just felt too big
for this sort of trip whereas the 650 felt right. It had enough power (a sweet V
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twin) and was smaller and lighter, however, the room for my wife on the back
was a bit limited. The 650 stayed on the list.
We wanted to try a Honda Africa Twin but the prices seemed high for an old
bike and there were none to be seen within 80 miles so this stayed on the list
but untried. We did, however, try a the newer Honda Transalp 700, which was
a nimble, lightweight bike that would be good for tracks but was a little too
small we felt for two up with luggage and also had a measly tank range so this
was out.
And so the search went on, and on. A KTM 950 (carb) or 990 (injection)
looked like a good choice but they were more expensive albeit with a high spec
but we felt it would need more TLC than might be available on the trip. The
KTM kept coming and going from our list depending on whether it was our
head or our heart that was looking!
What about BMW I hear you say? Well, to be honest, we like to be a bit
different and so many people have a BMW kitted out like Charlie and Ewan so
they were not an option for me.
We do like Triumphs and looked at an older 955i Tiger, took it for a spin and
loved it. It was a bit top heavy but I am 6 feet tall and could handle it within
reason. It also comes in some cool colours so this was an option. As if by
magic, I came across one for sale in a local shop at a good price and with some
extras that we would need and it was orange! ‘Buy it then!’, my wife said, but
I kept mulling it over - almost thinking it was there just for me as and when I
wanted it.
The Tiger threw up another conundrum – to spoke or not to spoke, that is the
question. No, I don’t like Shakespeare but the phrase seemed fitting. The
early Tigers came with spoked wheels so this meant having to break the bead
to remove the tyre to mend a puncture rather than using a plug. Not easy with
one bike whereas with two bikes the side stand of the second could be used as a
lever on the tyre to break the bead. The later Tigers came with cast wheels
with tubeless tyres so a plug could be used for a small puncture but the cast
wheel could be more susceptible to damage on bad roads. In the end we
decided we would buy the bike that we found whether spoked or cast.
At last I persuaded myself that the orange Tiger was what we wanted so I went
to the shop to make an offer, only to find that someone else had beaten me to it
the same day! There was me thinking it was waiting there for me! So the
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search went on and a business trip to Cumbria allowed us to try, well sit on, an
Africa Twin at last at a bike shop in the Midlands on the way back. Well, just
sitting on the bike made me realise how top heavy the Tiger was in comparison
so the Honda was the bike we wanted. It was a bit bigger than the Transalp
and made for the job.
As luck would have it, we had been in correspondence with a couple in
Shropshire who are doing a similar trip to us and they had bought an Africa
Twin, however, he was too tall for the bike and they were reluctantly going to
sell it and go on their original bike – a BMW GS Adventure. So had we found
our bike? A provisional deal was done at a good price from afar, subject to a
test ride and we arranged a trip to Shropshire. A test ride in the rain and she
was ours. The next day I rode her back in glorious sunshine and we are sure
we have made the right choice. The AT or @, as some people refer to them,
was well looked after and already had some extras that we needed such as
crash bars, Touratech seat (more of that another time), hand guards and pannier
frames (for soft or hard luggage). The next job is to fit a pair of Heidenau K60
Scout tyres myself using the tyre levers we will take with us and then some
practice on some local tracks perhaps.
If money was no object and we would take the risk of a bike with a ‘brain’ then
we would consider the Triumph 800 XC and possibly, if I could come to try it,
the BMW F800.
If you are still
awake
after
reading this
then what bike
you
would
choose
for
such a trip – it
may not be as
simple as you
might think?!

Phil & Dee
Acton
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Thursday’s summer
Chip Run
28th May
Rumbles Fish Bar, Barrow, IP29 5AF
Tel: 01284 811795
Meet Stowmarket Tesco’s top car park, IP14 5BE and fill in 'Contact Number'
sheet in good time for the 18:15 Briefing and subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator is Glyn Hill.
Take the A1120 down the hill turning right at the lights at the bottom towards
Stowmarket centre.
At the roundabout take the second exit – Needham Road – then the first exit
at the first mini roundabout then second exit at the next mini roundabout and
along Combs Lane.
On reaching Finborough Rd turn right then first left at the Shepherd and Dog
being the road for Woolpit but take the second left to go through Rattlesden
and on to Felsham.
Turn right on the Bury road until meeting the A134 and turn right again.
Into Bury, turn left at the first roundabout, then right at the next.
Turn left at the double mini roundabout onto Horringer Road.
At Horringer turn right onto Westley Lane.
At the junction turn left on Westley Road and follow all the way to Barrow.
The chip shop is just over the crossroads at the green.
Ample parking on hard surface.

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination,
so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
The SAM Observer May 2015
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BREAKFAST RUN 2015
The Timbers Fincham PE33 9HE
Tel: 01366 347747
Web: http://www.timbershotel.co.uk

7th June
Meet at Stowmarket Tesco’s, IP14 5BE and fill in 'Contact Number' sheet in
good time for the 08:45 Briefing and subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator is Glyn Hill.
The fixed breakfast offered for £10 is a Full English breakfast (Bacon,
Sausage, Tomato, Mushroom, Hash Browns, French Toast, Beans and your
choice of egg, either fried, scrambled or poached.) as well as tea, coffee or
fresh juice.
There are lighter options if people would prefer, they offer a choice of cereals,
toast, yoghurts and fresh fruit.
They can provide vegetarian sausages if required but they need to be told in
advance so they can be ordered in.
Turn in to Gun CottonWay and through to Newton Rd.
Follow B1113 through Finningham then straight on when the road goes sharp
right to Walsham le Willows. Turn right into Summer Rd to the A143 at
Hepworth.
Turn left then first right then continue until meeting A1066. Turn left to
Thetford, take 3rd exit at 1st roundabout.
Take first exit at 2nd roundabout. Turn right at traffic lights to Brandon. Turn
right at traffic lights, along High St then the left fork after the level crossing.
Straight over the roundabout at Whittington onto the A134. Take 2nd right into
Stoke Rd through Boughton to Barton Bendish area where a left turn is made
signposted Swaffham & Downham Mkt.
Follow this road until it meets A1122 then turn left through Fincham.
Exiting village turn right on Lynn Rd.
Timbers Hotel is ½ mile on right.
The SAM Observer May 2015
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Thursday’s summer
Chip Run
25th June
Aldeburgh
Aldeburgh High Street
IP15 5DB
http://www.aldeburghfishandchips.co.uk
Meet at Beacon Hill IP6 8LP - and fill in 'Contact Number' sheet in good time
for the 18:15 Briefing and subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing
Ride Co-ordinator is Phil Sayer
Join the A140 and down the bottom of the dip take the right turn on the B1078
to Coddenham.
Just past the church go straight on where the road turns sharp right into School
Lane.
Carry on respectfully through the villages of Crowfield to Pettaugh.
Turn right onto the A1120 going through Earl Soham and then Turn right
onto the B1119 into Framlingham.
Go straight over at the mini roundabout past the market place, rejoining the
B1119 past the castle.
Stay on the B1119, crossing the A12 into Saxmundham and on to Leiston.
At the traffic lights do a staggered straight across into Main Street, rounding
into High Street and keeping on the B1122 to Aldringham.
Turn left at the triangle green opposite pub onto the B1353 through
Thorpeness to Aldeburgh High Street.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot
and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage
to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road
tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the
route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
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HINTS AND TIPS BRUNCH
RUN
Sunday 14th June 2015
3 Routes / 3 Venues
Organisers:

Chris Smith / Andre Castle

Meet at Martelsham Tesco’s. 09:00 briefing
(You Must Attend Briefing)
All the usual things as you would expect from a breakfast run, getting up early,
riding great roads, chatting with like minded people and of course the chance
for the obligatory Billy Bunter Brunch at end.
You also have your riding looked at, give and be given general feedback. This
is an informal and relaxed way of keeping up or gaining knowledge of
advanced riding.
We are organising 3 different routes finishing at 3 different venues (to help
with numbers). Each route will take approximately 1½ hrs.of riding plus
however long the midway briefing takes. A ride leader will lead each route so
you don’t have to worry about navigation, just ride and enjoy.
Pillions and non-members are welcome, as this is a very sociable type of ride
out. All are welcome and it is a good promotion for the group.
Who can help make this a success?
Non Members: Socialise / Enjoy the ride / Be part of a led group / learn
about SAM / Participate in debrief.
Pillions: Socialise / enjoy the ride.
Full / Associate Members: Be part of a led group / demonstration ride /
participate in debrief / socialise/enjoy
More Details on SAM website or contact Chris Smith / Andre Castle for more
information.
See You There
The SAM Observer May 2015
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From the midnight sun
to the silk and rhubarb
roads.
Part Three.
Entering Russia the first thing I need to do is get some bike insurance, I see
some kiosks with the Russian word for insurance on the signs outside – all
locked up! I cross the road to a small shop/internet cafe and enquire there, one
of the men asks “you have green card?” when I reply in the affirmative he just
shrugs and says “no problem”. As I had not informed my insurance company
that I was going to Russia, not to mention the fact that my policy does not
cover trips four months long, I felt that perhaps it may
be a problem?
Moving on the first thing I notice is the road, it is
terrible! The surface seems to change every few
hundred metres and goes randomly from corrugations
to seriously bumpy and back again. I am not sure if it
is an anti invasion measure or not but about ten miles
from the border the road improves a lot! The other
thing I noticed was the price of fuel, unleaded costs
around 50p a litre, that’s more like it!
Not far from the border I visited a scenic flooded quarry (the marble mined
here was used to build parts of St. Petersburg, including the Hermitage) with
some interestingly translated warning signs.
After getting lost and riding through the same town twice I eventually get on
the right road. The landscape here is very much the same as Finland with
perhaps slightly less forest; in fact this whole region once belonged to the
Finns. Eventually I come across a Gostiny Dom (guest house) and despite my
hosts speaking no English I get a room, dinner and breakfast all for about £15!
I am heading for Petrozavodsk - the capital of the Republic of Karelia - on the
banks of Lake Onega, the second largest lake in Europe. Getting lost again, the
reception staff of a swanky hotel show their professionalism by not raising an
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eyebrow at the bedraggled, dripping wet English biker asking for directions to
his much cheaper hotel.
After checking into my dorm room costing a massive £13 for two nights (this
did raise some eyebrows! Surely all tourists can afford better?) I head off to
explore the town and manage to book a hydrofoil ticket to Kizhi, buy a Russian
SIM card for my phone and have bear pie for dinner!
Staying in a dorm full of Russians was an interesting experience; I had
conversations with three of my fellow guests despite none of us speaking more
than a few words of each other’s language. One even gave me his address and
insisted I stay with his family if I was near his hometown. The only down side
was being woken by some of the other occupants returning at three in the
morning after the first Russian football
game of the world cup.
My reason for coming here is to visit
Kizhi, an island museum that houses
traditional wooden Karelian buildings,
the highlight of which is the 1714
Transfiguration Church bristling with
thirty miniature onion domes, built
entirely of wood with no nails. The
church was under restoration during my
visit but it was still an incredible sight.
There were also peasant houses where
they used to live above their livestock,
banya’s (saunas), windmills, an Old Believers village and a 14th century church
which is possibly the oldest wooden building in Russia. I also experienced an
interesting form of busking with a student orthodox priest ringing the many
bells of one of the churches, providing a beautiful soundtrack to a special
place.
Next it was a very wet, eight hundred mile trip to Moscow. My friend Jari had
put me in touch with Muscovite Dmitry and the message I received from him
made it sound simple, “just follow the road till you reach a T junction, pull
over and I will meet you”. Unfortunately the ‘road’ was five lanes of fast
moving Moscow traffic and by the time I managed to pull over I was outside
the hotel Metropol and stopped in a no parking area right in front of some
traffic police!
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Dmitry is an incredibly generous, chain smoking, Harley riding, TV producer
who’s transport choice in Moscow is a Vespa scooter. The reasoning behind
the Vespa became clear the following day when he led me on a whirlwind tour
of Moscow, the scooter nipping easily through the heavy traffic, I generally
caught up with him at traffic lights as he lit yet another cigarette!
The red walls of the Kremlin dominate the city centre, it felt quite surreal to be
standing in Red Square with its execution platform, Lenin’s tomb, GUM
building and of course the iconic St Basils cathedral. We also saw the Pravda
press building, the Grey flats (where Kremlin employees lived and were spied
on by the KGB who had listening rooms and secret doors), the Red October
chocolate factory (not a submarine!), the statue of Columbus with Peter the
Greats head and Gorky Park - now without its famous fun fair. Later on,
without the bike, we visited a couple of bars and the Night Wolves nightclub
and clubhouse, Sexton, which was like being on the set of Mad Max beyond
the Thunderdome!

My ‘guardian angel’ Dmitry and a view of the Kremlin walls.
I was staying at the Night Train Motel (Nick Sanders was also meant to be
staying there but was delayed), close to the Night Train Bar and the Honky
Tonk Road House both of which are very popular with Moscow’s biking
fraternity. It was in the Honky Tonk that I met Dima, a bike and travel
journalist who also owns the bar, and Cowboy whose leather workshop, tucked
above the bar, I was shown round in the early hours, the leather waist-coats in
particular were amazing works of art.
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Armed with assurances of help from my new friends widespread network of
fellow bikers I set out for the first ‘Stan of my trip; The Republic of Tatarstan.
On reaching the capital of Kazan I was struck by the blurred line between
Europe and Asia, I was still west of the Ural’s and so still in Europe but was
surrounded by distinctly Asian looking people, I saw my first mosques of the
trip and heard the call to prayer. The Tatars were proud warriors and are the
remnants of one of the invasions from the Mongolian steppe.
Eventually I found a hotel, it was attached to a very new looking Agro-market
(think huge indoor market selling everything from honey, eggs, and fruit & veg
to combine harvesters and tractors). Breakfast was served in the stolveya
(canteen) here, usually kasha (porridge with molten butter), sausage, cottage
cheese and bread washed down with
sok (juice) and chai (tea).
The next morning I grabbed a taxi
into the centre. This was an
experience in itself as they use the
car horn all the time out here (you do
get used to it and it seems to mean;
Hello, I’m overtaking, get out the
way & I’m here!) and my driver
obviously fancied himself as
something of a rally driver!
Safely arriving at Kazan’s white
kremlin, I go exploring. Inside the
walls are some beautiful blue domed
Orthodox churches studded with
gold stars and a brand new mosque with matching blue minarets - complete with an Islamic museum which
included a huge interactive Koran. A famous landmark in the Kremlin is the
Syuyumbike Tower. The legend says that after invading and sacking the city,
Ivan the Terrible wanted to marry the old Khans niece. She said she would
only marry him if he built her the tallest tower either of them had ever seen, so
he did. Once it was complete Syuyumbike climbed to the top and threw herself
off!
Tatarstan is oil rich and this was reflected in the amazing mixture of old and
very new architecture in the sprawling city, the old Tatar quarter with its
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brightly painted wooden houses and mosques was picturesque and the football
stadium could have put many a premiership side to shame!
Kazan is also well known for its cats which are reputed to be the best mousers
in the world; this is commemorated with a statue of a large, rather overweight
cat in the main street. It was here that I stopped for dinner and always keen to
try the local food indulged in stewed horse, yum!
My next destination was planned to be Perm 36, a Gulag museum 100km
north of Perm but Russian road signs are not tourist friendly (though I did see a
sign, in English, for the Museum of Spoons!) and I could not even find the road
north – I am using road maps, no GPS – so I pushed on to Kungur and the Ice
Cave. There was a sign for this beside the road 8km from the cave itself.
Getting thoroughly lost again I finally found the caves and booked my tour. At
the same time I discovered that I had passed through one of Russia’s many
time zones and the clock had jumped two hours forward! I was now five hours
ahead of UK time. The only way to visit the caves is with a guided tour, in
Russian of course. The cave network is extensive but the first four caverns are
the most remarkable as they are permanently covered with ice which is very
unusual, some of the other caverns had ice floes running through them. I was
very glad I was wearing bike gear as it was freezing in there! Leaving Kungur I
was caught in a cloudburst, which was an experience I hope never to repeat!
I had now established a routine whilst on the road; lunch from small shops or
cafes, then carry on riding till I felt the first signs of tiredness and stop at the
next available bed. Mostly this would be at one of the numerous truck stops
which usually comprised of a compound with a gastanitsa (hotel), douche
(shower), café or stolveya and secure parking. Dinner was generally three
courses; soup, salad and a main course that I pointed to from the selection on
the counter. Normally the food was good, filling and cheap. You never saw a
knife in these places, you eat everything with a fork and a spoon.
6000 miles into my trip and I was now riding across the southern Urals - think
Sussex downs on steroids - and are surrounded by farmland punctuated with
villages made of wooden houses. Each of these villages seem to specialise in
one commodity which they sell by the side of the road, one village sold only
honey, another knitted woollen items, yet another was a long line of stalls with
smoking samovars offering tea.
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Skirting round Yekaterinburg I arrive in western Siberia and head north for
Tobolsk, the old Siberian capital. The further east I have travelled the smaller
the roads have become; the road surface, though generally good, can catch you
out with sudden large sunken patches and some stretches are so poor the trucks
crawl through in first gear, ideal for Gloria to dance round the potholes and
allow me to get past the slow moving queues of trucks and cars.
Tobolsk is on the river Irtysh and is split into upper and lower towns, the white
kremlin being built on the bluff forming the upper town. When I arrived there
was a festival taking place and many of the church towers were festooned with
ribbons. There was a great atmosphere and I saw at least six lavishly decorated
wedding cars, Russians can be quite reserved but do seem to love ostentation.
The Romanov’s seemed to be very popular here with half of the main museum
dedicated to them, I was more interested in the Siberian bone carving but I did
have breakfast with the Czar as he and his family was portrayed on the hotel
ceiling.
It is hard to describe the vastness of Russia, I was feeling a little overwhelmed
and homesick by this point but I knew this would pass. I also felt a great sense
of achievement, here I was in Siberia!

Andy Liffen
To be continue…….
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Editorial
They say one sign of getting old is that
time starts to pass really fast… and its
May… 
Sunday morning I woke to the gentle
pitter patter of rain, Great ☺ I can get a
pass to go on the breakfast run, Only
light rain then I left and Stowmarket
wasn’t that wet. After the briefing we
set out and the rain started in earnest
and it came down. My front tyre is
looking a little bit thin at the moment so took it easy round the corners, on a
fairly sharp corner I felt the front slide out a touch, but soon caught again.
All in all 20ish bikes made it to the café and they had reserved a large space for
us, except that most of us dripped all over the floor. On the way home I had the
front go again and also the rear stepped out, but what was more concerning was
I felt as if on one corner I was sliding sideways…. Might have been my mind
playing tricks but didn’t feel every nice.
Since New Year I have tripped the second trip on the bike which works in
Thousands and just to make you all jealous keeps my mileage for the year it
now reads…… 430. Hopefully as the weather brightens up and work drops off
I should be able to get out a bit more.
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com

Thank you
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. ☺
But….. what about the rest of you…. 
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Closing date for copy Friday after club
night

Advertise here

Annual Advertising
Rates:
Advertise on the SAM
website for an
additional £25.

£25 for
1
/8 page

Contact:
Felix

07712649860

Sam.editor@btinternet.com

£35 for ¼ page
£50 for ½ page
£75 for full page

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride
outs have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so
feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will
have another great magazine to read
Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you
can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word
template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has
all the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman
as the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts
the A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate
to your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Karl Hale
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
Contact: Brian Ellis
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM
membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these
retailers who give a discount to SAM members.
Contact: David Arbon
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum
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SAM Events for your Diary
May 2015
Tuesday 19th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed
by
Guest
Speaker.
Colin
Britton
from
Rider
Mount
http://www.ridermount.com. Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks
including teas and coffees.
Thursday 21st
Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along
and learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Cornering
Satuarday 23rd
Observer Taster Day. 10:00 ~ 16:00 Please see the
article on page 15 of February’s SAM Observer magazine.
Thursday 28th
Summer Chip Run, Rumbles Fish Bar, Barrow, IP29
5AF. Meet Stowmarket Tesco’s IP14 5BE in good time for 18:15 Briefing and
subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing
Saturday 30th
13:00

Roadcraft Theory Saturday. Fynn Valley 10:00 ~

Sunday 31st
Leia Dowsing

Ride Coordinator and Ride Leader Training. Contact

Sunday 31st
Copdock Classic Motorcycle Club's Fun. As usual we
will be marshalling the event. If you can help, please contact Dave Arbon.
http://www.copdock-cmc.co.uk/Events-FunRuns.htm

June 2015
Wednesday 3rd
Club.19:30

SAM

Committee

meeting.

Fynn

Valley

Golf

Sunday 7th
Breakfast Run, The Timbers PE33 9HE Meet at
Stowmarket Tesco’s IP14 5BE in good time for the 08:45 Briefing and
subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing.
Fri 12th ~ Sat 13th
Safe Rider. If you can help the Publicity Team on the
Saturday of this event, please contact Martin Drury on 07595277831
Sunday 14th
Hints and Tips Ride. A chance to refresh your road
riding skills. Details on Page 20 of this magazine
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Tuesday 16th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed
by Guest Speaker, Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including
teas and coffees.
Thursday 18th
Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along
and learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Gears &
Acceleration
Thursday 25th
Summer Chip Run, Aldeburgh Chip shop IP15 5DB.
Meet Beacon Hill IP6 8LP in good time for 18:15 Briefing and subsequent
departure. All riders must attend Briefing

July 2015

Wednesday 1st
Club.19:30

SAM

Committee

meeting.

Fynn

Valley

Golf

Sunday 5th
Breakfast Run, TBA Meet in good time for Briefing
and subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing.
Fri 17th ~ Sat 18th
Safe Rider. If you can help the Publicity Team on the
Saturday of this event, please contact Martin Drury on 07595277831
Sunday 19th
date

Circuit o’ Suffolk. Further details will be added near the

Sunday 19th
Ipswich Wheels.We will be having a stand at his new
show.
If
you
can
help
please
contact
Glyn
Hill.
https://www.ipswich.gov.uk/content/new-wheels-event-ipswich-summer
Tuesday 21st
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed
by Guest Speaker, Michael Bettell (Phantom Pilot). Bar and restaurant serving
all types of food/drinks including teas and coffees.
Thursday 23rd
Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along
and learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Overtaking

Note from Editor
Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any
changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can
be unpredictable.
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Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group.
They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view
that free expression promotes discussion and interests.

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists
3rd Thursday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140,
Norwich, NR14 8PQ
Chairman,
Secretary,

Rob Chandler,
Alex Mason,

01493 730409
01603 716735

From Russia with
love
By Andy Liffen
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